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Abstract: This article considers some of the ethical and legal issues relating to the ownership and use—including for commercial purposes—of biological material and products derived from humans. The discussion is divided into three parts: after first examining the general notion of ownership, it moves to the particular case of possible commercial use, and finally reflects on the case in point in the light of the preceding considerations. Units of cord blood donated altruistically for transplantation and which are found unsuitable for storage and transplantation, or which become unsuitable while stored in biobanks, are taken as an example. These cord-blood units can be discarded together with other biological waste, or they can be used for research or the development of blood-derived products such as platelet gel. Several ethical questions (eg, informed consent, property, distribution of profits, and others) arise from these circumstances. In this regard, some criteria and limits to use are proposed.
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Introduction
The management of biological material (cells and tissues) requires a number of considerations, including technical–scientific, organizational, ethical, and legal.

Biological samples are collected and stored for widely differing purposes: diagnosis or treatment of the person from whom they are collected (eg, clinical treatment), altruistic donation for therapeutic purposes (eg, blood donation), and donation for purposes of research. The boundaries between purposes may blur, as will be explained below; changing circumstances may lead to samples collected and stored for one purpose being subsequently used for others.

Biological materials may vary according to the purpose for which they are collected. For example, a biological sample collected for therapeutic reasons, such as a biopsy, is very different from those referred to as surgical leftovers. The fate of biological samples will also vary according to the indications specified in the written information given by the physician/researcher to the individual concerned and for which informed consent is given. Additional differences will depend on the various statutory arrangements of different nations. For example, there are wide variations between states in the ways in which “donations” are considered.

It is thus clear that general guidelines valid for every situation are not feasible. Some generic criteria are certainly valid as a general rule (eg, consent based on adequate information), but other, more specific considerations should be applied on a case-by-case basis.
One example of how different considerations overlap is that of cord blood, a source of stem cells which is donated for altruistic purposes to the public biobank network for transplantation and may subsequently be found to be unsuitable for this purpose or become unsuitable after a period of storage. Roughly 90% of donated cord-blood units are not suitable for use in transplants.

There are several specific circumstances that dictate the need for cord blood to be treated separately rather than as just another biological sample stored in a biobank, including:

- cord blood is donated for altruistic purposes to be transplanted into persons suffering from diseases that can be cured through a transplant of cord-blood stem cells;
- the purpose for which the blood was donated may be found (on first testing) to be, or may later become, impossible to achieve;
- informed consent is given not by the individual from whom the sample was taken, but by another person exercising parental authority (the problems of “parental authority” and of “child assent” recur frequently in the debate on pediatric treatment and research); and
- if the unit of blood is initially found to be suitable for transplantation, it enters the national and international networks organized to source and use blood for transplants.

Cord blood that is not suitable for transplantation can be discarded as waste, used for research, or used for the development of blood-derived medicines. It may be necessary to discard blood units for a number of reasons, such as infection, contamination, or deterioration. If disposal is not necessary for a particular reason, discarding it as refuse is a waste of potentially useful biological material. The possibility of using cord blood for research must be clearly included in the information given prior to obtaining consent. The issue of using biological samples stored in biobanks for research purposes has been amply addressed in the literature and will not be considered in this article.

The possible use of discarded blood units to prepare blood-derived products raises several ethical issues, the main issues being informed consent, ownership, patents, and distribution of profits. Most of these ethical dilemmas derive from the controversial situation that arises when human biological material that has been donated for altruistic purposes is used to develop products that can potentially be exploited commercially. The situation thus created is ethically debatable, though it should not be immediately branded unacceptable. The possibility of using such material commercially should be explicitly disclosed during the informed-consent procedure and the donor should have the choice of refusing consent; any units unsuitable for transplantation could accordingly either be discarded or, if consent has been specifically given, used for research.

A possible strategy to help avoid the ethically problematic passage from an altruistic donation to the possibly of for-profit use of donated material could be to allow the development of blood-derived products but limit their use to nonprofit therapeutic purposes. The products could, for example, be used for therapeutic purposes within a national health service or within the health care structure in which the blood was originally collected and donated.

The principal elements that should be indicated in consent forms are included in guidelines published by authoritative organizations, and a proposed model for a consent form is available in the literature.

At present, as we have seen, only a small number of cord-blood units are suitable for storage and use in transplants; the possibility of not wasting this precious biological resource is a valid opportunity for making the most of the altruistic gesture of donation. Blood that is not suitable for transplantation can be processed to give blood components, particularly platelet gel. This blood product may be of either autologous or allogeneic origin; obtained by aggregating concentrated platelets with calcium and biological or pharmacological proaggregation factors (such as thrombin), this product can be applied topically. This method of using the gel is facilitated by the plasticity and ease of molding it at the site of application, where it encourages and accelerates the repair of both cutaneous and bone tissues. The gel is used most frequently in maxillofacial surgery, orthopedic and plastic surgeries, and in the treatment of some forms of cutaneous ulcers. Because of its reparative properties, the potential uses of platelet gel have expanded steadily into different fields of medicine.

More recently, this concentration of platelets has also been used in aesthetic medicine and surgery, for tissue reconstruction and to cure thinning hair, as well as for biorevitalization and skin rejuvenation. However, scientific studies on the use of platelet gel in aesthetic medicine have not been performed according to the rigorous procedures (involving criteria generally used to assess clinical studies and experiments) required to demonstrate the clinical efficacy of these treatments. Specifically, there is still no definite agreement regarding the characteristics or standards of the product, the method of application, or the frequency and seriousness of side-effects and adverse events.
The following paragraphs examine the legitimacy, in ethical and legal terms, of patenting and exploiting for commercial purposes products derived from units of cord blood that are donated and subsequently discarded. The analysis is divided into three parts: general comments on the ownership of the body and its parts, analysis of patentability, and, finally, an evaluation of special peculiarities.

Ownership of the body and its parts
The question of the ownership of the body is a very complex one, both in ethical and legal terms. Although there is now nearly worldwide recognition that no person can own another person, as this would constitute slavery and violate Article 4 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, this fundamental right is not always guaranteed in practice; the exploitation of child labor is but one grim example.

The question of a person’s ownership of his or her own body is more complicated and has generated an ample output of literature, including from the philosopher John Locke, according to whom, “every man has a property in his own person.” Other philosophers have proposed a different angle, which Stephen Munzer summed up in the phrase “persons do not own their own bodies but […] they do have limited property rights in them.”

In the case of a person’s dead body, or of parts of it that have been removed and treated or processed in some way, the scenario is very different. Aside from the philosophical angle, the legal aspect is clearly important. The principle that a deceased human body cannot legally be owned has been in existence for centuries. A 1614 ruling (Haynes’ case), which held that “there can be no property in a corpse,” provided the basis of a notion of ownership (or lack thereof) of a corpse that remained unaltered in Common Law until 1908.

In 1908, the case of Doodeward v Spence was heard in the High Court of Australia. Doodeward had purchased the preserved corpse of a two-headed fetus with the intention of exhibiting it publicly. The local police seized it, whereupon Doodeward appealed and demanded its return. In the resulting legal dispute, the prosecution argued that, because there is no right of ownership in corpses, Doodeward had no legal right to possess one. The Court ruled that the body should be returned to Doodeward because it had undergone “the lawful exercise of work or skill so […] that it has acquired some attributes differentiating it from a mere corpse awaiting burial.” In other words, since the body had been preserved in a bottle “with spirit,” it should no longer be considered a nonentity and was therefore legally protected.

The issue was addressed again in English jurisprudence in 1998 in relation to a theft at the Royal College of Surgeons. With the help of an employee of the College, the artist Anthony-Noel Kelly had stolen some body parts preserved there. The parts were used as molds for sculptures, which were later exhibited in a London art gallery. In order for Kelly to be accused of theft, it was necessary to recognize that body parts could be owned; this was achieved by applying the same exception already established in the Doodeward case. Because the parts had been the object of “skilled work” of a previous generation of surgeons, they could be considered the property of the Royal College of Surgeons. Passing sentence, Mr Justice Rose stated:

We return to the first question, that is to say whether or not a corpse or part of a corpse is property. We accept that, however questionable the historical origins of the principle, it is now the common law for 150 years at least that neither a corpse, nor parts of a corpse, are in themselves and without more capable of being property protected by rights.

Kelly had to serve 9 months in prison.

Application of the notion of “skill” as an exception to the traditional Common Law approach was taken up again in 2004 by the English High Court in the case of AB and Others v Leeds Teaching Hospital NHS Trust, concerning the preservation of organs. The sentence delivered by Mr Justice Gage stated:

In my judgement the principle that part of a body may acquire the character of property which can be the subject of rights of possession and ownership is now part of our law. In particular, in my opinion, Kelly’s case establishes the exception to the rule that there is no property in a corpse where part of the body has been the subject of the application of skill such as dissection or preservation techniques. The evidence in the lead cases shows that to dissect and fix an organ from a child’s body requires work and a great deal of skill, the more so in the case of a very small baby […]. The subsequent production of blocks and slides is also a skilful operation requiring work and expertise of trained scientists.

These cases help us to understand the current legal perspective regarding the legitimate removal of cells, tissues, and organs. It is generally recognized that once the biological material has been removed from the donor, the recipient acquires the right to possession and use, regardless of whether he or she is also the owner. In the event the recipient has also...
processed the material in some way, he or she acquires an additional series of rights, including, at least in some cases, a right of ownership.37

The ethical implications of property rights in blood and other parts of the human body are discussed elsewhere.38

**Possible commercial use**

**General aspects**

The regulatory aspects regarding authorizations for the processing and distribution of blood- and plasma-derived products are highly complex and lie outside the scope of this article.39 One of the reasons for their complexity is the fact that these products are often governed both by regulations regarding blood and blood products and by regulations relating to pharmaceutical products, two very different fields from the legislative point of view.40 The issues become even more complicated if an international dimension is involved; legislation concerning the donation of biological material and possible remuneration for donors may vary widely in different nations.41

Given this situation, the following reflections on the ethical implications relating, in particular, to informed consent and the rights of donors leave aside the regulatory aspects relating to authorizations.

The principle that the human body and its parts cannot, as such, be an object of commercialization or a source of profit is enshrined in numerous authoritative documents. One of the most important is the Council of Europe’s *Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Dignity of the Human Being with Regard to the Application of Biology and Medicine: Convention on Human Rights and Biomedicine*,42 which is a cornerstone of bioethics and biorights.43 Article 21 of the Convention, headed “Prohibition of financial gain,” states: “The human body and its parts shall not, as such, give rise to financial gain.” Article 22, under the heading “Disposal of a removed part of the human body,” dictates that:

> When in the course of an intervention any part of a human body is removed, it may be stored and used for a purpose other than that for which it was removed, only if this is done in conformity with appropriate information and consent procedures.41

The Explanatory Report44 to the Convention clarifies the meaning of “body parts,” which includes “organs and tissues proper, including blood,” but excludes “hair and nails, which are discarded tissues, and the sale of which is not an affront to human dignity.” Blood is thus explicitly included in Articles 21 and 22. This is consistent with, among others, European Directive 2004/23/EC, which uses the term “donor” to designate “every human source, whether living or deceased, of human cells or tissues.”45

Other important documents also reaffirm that the human body and its parts, including blood,46 should not give rise to financial gain; some declarations by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, particularly the *Universal Declaration on the Human Genome and Human Rights*,47 the *International Declaration on Human Genetic Data*48 and the *Universal Declaration on Bioethics and Human Rights*,49 repeat the principle of non-commercialization and the prohibition of the use of the human body for profit. For example, Article 4 of the *Universal Declaration on the Human Genome and Human Rights* states that “The human genome in its natural state shall not give rise to financial gains.”

Among the documents that refer explicitly to cord blood, the principle of non-commercialization recurs, for example, in “Opinion 19 – Ethical aspects of umbilical cord blood banking,” published on March 16, 2004 by the European Group on Ethics in Science and New Technologies (established by the European Commission): “There are several fundamental ethical principles and values which can be considered relevant for the opinion: The principle of respect for human dignity and integrity, which asserts the principle of non-commercialisation of the human body [...]” In fact, the issue of commercialization and financial gain in this document is concerned less with the production of blood products or other patentable products than with the comparison between storage in public biobanks for altruistic purposes and private storage in commercial biobanks.50

With regard to possible financial gain, the regulations governing the patentability of biological samples have also to be considered.

A patent is a form of intellectual property in an invention, giving the holder exclusive title to use it. This exclusive right is limited in scope, duration, and geographical area of validity. Any type of invention that satisfies the requisites of novelty and originality and that can be applied industrially can be patented.51

For the European Union, the key reference document for the biotechnology sector is Directive 98/44.52 According to European Union legislation, the following are patentable, provided they satisfy the requisites of novelty and originality and are susceptible to industrial application: biological material which is isolated from its natural environment or produced by means of a technical process, even if it previously occurred in nature; any technical process by means of
which biological material is produced, processed, or used, even if it previously occurred in nature; any new application of biological material or of a process already patented; and inventions relating to an element isolated from the human body or otherwise produced by means of a technical process, even if its structure is identical to that of a natural element, provided that its function and industrial use are disclosed in the patent application.

All commercial rights or patents apply to the results of research and not to the samples collected, for which no rights of ownership are typically legally recognized. The key rights and duties of the promoter of the research, the researcher, and the individual from whom the biological material was taken must be disclosed prior to consent.

It is not within the scope of the present article to examine the ethical issues relating to the possible patenting of human biological materials and derivatives, on which there is in an ample body of literature. The comprehensive report by the Nuffield Council entitled The Ethics of Patenting DNA contains useful comments regarding not only DNA, but also other types of biological material, such as blood.

**Three significant examples**

Legal disputes regarding the commercial use of biological material or its derivatives are widely discussed in specialist literature. The three well-publicized cases described briefly below concern different circumstances from those that are of interest here, but nonetheless provide useful considerations for the case in point.

**Moore v the University of California**

This case concerned John Moore, who in 1976 underwent a splenectomy at the University of California Los Angeles (UCLA) Medical Center. Between 1976 and 1983, John Golde, the medical supervisor of Moore’s case, in agreement with a researcher, Shirley Quann, asked Moore repeatedly to return to UCLA for blood tests. On April 11, 1983, Golde asked Moore to sign an informed consent form authorizing Golde to carry out research on blood samples. Golde and Quann used the biological material taken from Moore, which was “of great value in a number of commercial and scientific efforts,” but failed to inform Moore. Golde and Quann developed a cell line from Moore’s T-lymphocytes and patented this cell line (registration number 4,438,032). Between 1984 and 1990, the patent earned more than three billion dollars. When Moore learned of this, he sued Golde, UCLA, and two biotechnology companies, claiming the right to share in the proceeds obtained from the biological material taken from him. The judges of the Supreme Court of California were divided, but they rejected Moore’s claim for three main reasons: the lack of precedents to support Moore’s claims; California legislation on the disposal of human tissues; and the fact that the patented cells were different from those taken from Moore and could therefore no longer be considered as his property.

**Greenberg v Miami Children’s Hospital (MCH) Research Institute**

This case was initiated by Daniel Greenberg, who had approached the physician and researcher Rueben Matalon, who was seeking to identify the genes associated with Canavan disease in order to develop a prenatal test. Matalon collected biological material (blood, urine, and tissue samples) donated by Greenberg and other donors. The result was the development of a prenatal diagnostic test, thanks in part to support from several nonprofit organizations. In subsequent research, supported by MCH, Matalon isolated and cloned the gene associated with Canavan disease. MCH obtained a patent for the gene and related applications, including a prenatal diagnostic test. The annual royalties from the patent amounted to approximately $350,000. In 2002, Greenberg and other donors filed a suit against Matalon and MCH, claiming that the donors had not been informed of the developments, as it was their right to be, and that had they known of Matalon’s intention of exploiting the genetic material and the test developed from it commercially, they would not have donated their biological material. The Court acknowledged that the physician/researcher always has a duty to provide information and to ask for consent, but held that this duty does not extend to economic interests. In a note to the sentence, the Court noted that the Code of Medical Ethics of the American Medical Association requires that the physician/researcher should declare his or her economic interests, but that this did not apply in the case in question as the Code had been adopted after the research had begun. The Court argued that the duty to obtain informed consent, if conceived in line with the plaintiffs’ interpretation, would have pernicious effects on scientific research and that “it would give each donor complete control over how medical research is used and who benefits from that research.” To impose such a duty retroactively would “chill medical research,” as it would force researchers constantly to evaluate whether a “disclosable event” had occurred. The Court further found, as in the Moore case, that a research product developed from human tissue is factually and legally distinct.
from the original tissue and as such becomes the property of the researcher, while the donor retains no rights.

**Washington University v Catalona**

William Catalona, a well-known surgeon and researcher, habitually asked his patients for consent to use tissues and other biological material removed during prostate surgery for research. The patients signed one of several consent forms, in which they declared, among other things, that they were aware of making a “free and generous gift” to research that might benefit society and that they waived all rights in the biological material donated and in any product obtained through research on that material\(^{41,62}\) (as provided in the Uniform Anatomical Gift Act\(^{43}\)). The biological bank of Washington University (WU) collected biological samples from approximately 30,000 patients, about 3000 of whom were patients of Catalona. The dispute arose when Catalona transferred a large number of the samples to a private laboratory. The University objected on the grounds that he had taken material of a value of approximately $100,000, including about 3500 samples of tissue, 100,000 of blood, and 4000 of DNA. Because of the dispute, Catalona decided to leave WU and accept a position at the Northwestern School of Medicine. He informed his patients of his decision and asked for their authorization to transfer their biological samples to Northwestern. A large portion of the patients consented, but WU refused to authorize the transfer and sued Catalona, claiming ownership of the samples. Numerous patients were involved in the lawsuit and declared themselves in favor of the transfer to Northwestern School of Medicine so that Catalona could continue his research on prostate cancer. They further declared that they had consulted Catalona for medical reasons and had not gone to WU in order for the university to make a profit. They also claimed to retain rights of ownership in the samples.

The Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals held that the patients had donated the biological material for research and no longer retained either property rights in it or the right to authorize its transfer. They had, according to the sentence, donated the material to WU.\(^{64}\) This sentence, like the two described above, thus held that the donor loses the rights to ownership and control of the use of biological material as soon as the material is donated for research purposes.\(^{65}\)

It would seem from these three cases that case law is generally oriented towards recognizing that:

- donors of biological material have a right to be informed of its possible uses and, in particular, of potential commercial spin-offs;
- the right to control the biological material taken from a donor ceases at the moment of donation;
- donors cannot claim rights of “ownership” in biological material; and
- the recipient has the right to commercial exploitation of any products developed from the processing of biological material received, in accordance with current legislation.

**The need for guidelines**

Documents that address general ethical issues often provide useful suggestions to deal not only with general problems, but also with more specific situations on a case-by-case basis. However, in order to address specific circumstances, it is important to be able to refer to general operational guidelines.

With regard to cord blood, standards set by accreditation authorities are an essential point of reference for those involved in the collection, storage and use of blood units.\(^{56}\) The guidelines provide useful indications for the management of discarded units but do not address the matter of their possible use to develop blood-derived products or their possible commercialization (see, for example, paragraph “D9 disposal” of the NetCord guidelines\(^{57}\) on the subject of discarded cord blood units).

With regard to patentability and relevant operational criteria in particularly complex cases such as in the case of cord blood, in which biological material is used to develop products that can potentially be exploited commercially, it is important that even when a patent is granted, detailed information on the limits to possible uses should be indicated. This is recommended, for example, by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), which provides that “license agreements should define the roles and responsibilities of the parties in the commercialization, if any, of the products and services arising from the use of the licensed genetic invention” (paragraph 1.8).\(^{67}\) Although the guidelines refer to genetic material, the general principle is certainly applicable to other types of biological samples.

**Proposed criteria for the case in point**

With reference to yet another authoritative document, it may be helpful to examine paragraph 2.08 (“Commercial use of human tissue”) of the *Code of Medical Ethics* published by the American Medical Association (Council on Ethical and Judicial Affairs) already referred to,\(^{59}\) which states:
Physicians contemplating the commercial use of human tissue should abide by the following guidelines:

1. Informed consent must be obtained from patients for the use of organs or tissues in clinical research.
2. Potential commercial applications must be disclosed to the patient before a profit is realized on products developed from biological materials.
3. Human tissue and its products may not be used for commercial purposes without the informed consent of the patient who provided the original cellular material.
4. Profits from the commercial use of human tissue and its products may be shared with patients, in accordance with lawful contractual agreements.
5. The diagnostic and therapeutic alternatives offered to patients by their physicians should conform to standards of good medical practice and should not be influenced in any way by the commercial potential of the patient’s tissue.

The paragraph entitled “Ethical considerations” of the report Who Should Profit from the Economic Value of Human Tissue? An Ethical Analysis refers mainly to the use of tissues for research purposes rather than to donations given for transplant purposes and subsequently found unsuitable. Some of the comments in the report could nonetheless be applied to cord blood, such as:

Typically, patients who consent to the use of their tissue for biomedical research do so with the expectation that the donated tissue will be used to further scientific knowledge and to enhance the health and well-being of other patients. The tissue is given by the patient as a gift, on the assumption that it will be used in good faith for the medical benefit of others. Patients’ perceptions of such donations might be very different if it is known that commercial profits are a potential objective of the research to be conducted. Patients, therefore, cannot provide fully informed consent to the use of their organs or tissues in clinical research unless potential commercial applications of the tissue and its products are disclosed. Disclosure of potential commercial applications is further indicated because of the conflict of interest created by the physician’s economic interest in the value of extracted tissue [...]. Patients may fear, for example, that their physician’s economic interests will influence the type of care they receive or ultimately result in their exploitation [...]. With respect to the equitable distribution of profits derived from human tissue, patients must be permitted to decline commercial use of products developed from their cellular material, as an exercise of control over the terms and conditions of their participation in clinical research.

Alternatively, patients may choose to share in the profits from commercial ventures that utilize their tissue or its products by entering into contractual agreements with physician researchers. For example, physicians may offer patients a small percentage of any profits that are realized on products derived from the patient’s cells.

Although the recommendations of the American Medical Association do not refer explicitly to cord blood, they are a helpful reference for the case in point, particularly where patients’ rights and informed consent are concerned. In the case of cord blood, for example, some donors may be prepared to give their consent for potential commercial exploitation, but with certain limitations, such as for exclusively therapeutic purposes, but excluding cosmetic uses.

The ethical problems raised are similar to those associated with another issue that is currently highly debated in specialist literature, by those responsible for healthcare policies, and by public opinion, which is the possibility of compensating so-called donors. The expression “remunerated donation” is widely used, despite being an obvious example of oxymoron. There is also the problem that the legal framework concerning human biological material is still ill-defined in many nations and must be consolidated.

In light of the above, it would seem appropriate, from the ethical perspective, to recall a crucial aspect regarding possible commercial spin-offs arising from units of cord blood donated for transplantation purposes and subsequently discarded; the biological material is donated, without compensation, for altruistic purposes, such as for transplantation in persons affected by pathologies that can be cured through the use of hematopoietic stem cells, and any conversion of an altruistic donation into material for commercial use is likely to generate concern. In other words, the fact that the procedure whereby the products are developed from cord blood (particularly platelet gel) may have been patented would seem perfectly legitimate. Nonetheless, the possible exploitation for financial gain of blood donated for altruistic purposes for which consent is not given directly by the person from whom the blood is taken but by another person exercising parental authority may give rise to controversy. Use of the products thus derived could perhaps be restricted to the health care facilities in which the blood units were collected, and their commercialization excluded. This strategy could offer, in both ethical and regulatory terms, a means of reconciling the different concerns raised by the development of potentially commercial blood-derived products from material donated altruistically for therapeutic purposes. The informed consent forms would naturally provide all
requisite information” and offer both the option of refusing consent to any use that may lead to the development of medicines or blood-derived products and the option to set certain restrictions.
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